
Exercise 02:  Function Writing for Clawbot 
 
Description: 
 
To prepare for the Robot labs with the Clawbot, you will write several functions for driving, 
moving with touch sensor, and reading the encoders.   There will be three sets of directions 
linked to this exercise.  Follow the directions and save the corresponding code into a folder 
called ‘Exercise 02’.   This will be an individual project.  Be prepared!  Each Clawbot is slightly 
different and you may have to make adjustments during the exercise to make your robot work 
‘in the real world.’ 
 
Reference:  The below charts indicate the expected wiring configuration for your Clawbot.  
There are two different models of Clawbot:   
 
A.  External Encoder Clawbots (Have the two large red encoder modules connected to the rear 
wheels) 
 
B. Internal Encoder Clawbots (Have encoders built into the drive motors under the robot.) 
 
A. Wiring and Motors and Sensors Setup:  (Robots with Red Encoders) 
 

Component Name Port 

393 Motor right Port 1 

393 Motor left Port 10 (reversed) 

393 Motor claw Port 8 

393 Motor arm Port 9 

Touch Sensor touch Digital 1 

Sonar sonar Digital 2 

Quad (Red) Encoder encoderLeft Digital 9 

Quad (Red) Encoder encoderRigt Digital 11 

 
 
  



B. Wiring, Motors and Sensors Setup: (Robotics with Internal Encoders on Drive Motors) 
 

Component Name Port 

393 Motor right Port 1 

393 Motor left Port 10 (reversed) 

393 Motor claw Port 8 

393 Motor arm Port 9 

Touch Sensor touch Digital 1 

Sonar sonar Digital 2 

Motor Encoder encoderLeft I2C_2 

Motor Encoder encoderRight I2C_1 

 
 
Requirements. 
 
1.   Create a folder called “Exercise02” in your “Robotics Lastname” folder.  All work for this 
project will be saved in this folder. 
 
2.  Follow the instructions at the below link for the driveStraight and driveTime functions.  You 
will have a file named ‘lastname_lab_01.c’ saved when you are finished.   
 
http://nebomusic.net/robotclessons/Writing_driveStraight_Function.pdf   
 
 
  

http://nebomusic.net/robotclessons/Writing_driveStraight_Function.pdf


3.  Add the following functions to the code you wrote in step #2: (Note that these are very 
much like the functions driveStraight() and driveTime()) 
 

Function Name Parameter Description Action for Function 

void  pointTurn(int p) p:  Power level for both 
motors 

Robot will turn right or left 
depending on sign of power.  
Wheels on both sides of the 
robot spin in opposite 
directions. 

void turnTime(int p, int t) p: Power level for both 
motors 
t: Time the motors will turn  

Robot will turn right or left 
depending on sign of power.  
Wheels on both sides of the 
robot spin in opposite 
directions.  Robot stops 
turning after t milliseconds. 

void armTime(int p, int t) p: Power level for Arm motor 
t: Time the Arm motor will 
move 

Robot arm will lift or drop at 
power level p for t 
milliseconds.  Arm will stop 
moving after t milliseconds. 

void clawTime(int p, int t) p:  Power level for Claw 
motor 
t: Time the claw motor will 
move 

Robot Claw will open or close 
for t milliseconds at p power.  
Claw motor will stop after t 
milliseconds. 

 
 
4.  In the task main() portion of the code from step #2, call the functions driveTime() or 
turnTime() to have the robot perform the following actions: 
 

Action for Clawbot  (Start with Arm down and Claw closed) 

1.  Drive forward for 3 seconds at 100 power. 

2. Wait for 0.5 seconds 

3. Drive backward for 2 seconds at 100 power 

4. Wait for 0.5 seconds 

5. Turn right for 1.5 seconds at 75 power 

6. Wait for 0.5 seconds 

7. Turn left for 2 seconds at 75 power 

8. Wait for 0.5 seconds 

9. Lift Arm for 0.5 seconds at 100 power 

10. Wait for 0.5 seconds 

11. Open Claw for 0.5 seconds 

 
 



5.  Start a new RobotC program.  Follow the directions at the following link to make the 
touchStop function:  (You may have to put a Touch Sensor on the front of your Robot)  This file 
will be called ‘lastname_touchStop’ 
 
http://nebomusic.net/robotclessons/Written_Lesson_Touch_Stop.pdf 
 
6.    In the task main() of ‘lastname_touchStop’:  Have the Robot do the following actions (this is 
really short!) 
 

Action for Clawbot  (Start with Arm Up so the touch Sensor can be accessed) 

1.  Drive forward at 100 power until the touch sensor is pressed. 

2. Wait for 0.5 seconds 

3.  Drive forward at 50 power until the touch sensor is pressed. 

4. Wait for 0.5 seconds 

 
 
7.  Start a new RobotC program.  This one will be called “lastname_encoderFunctions”.  Follow 
the directions at: 
 
http://nebomusic.net/robotclessons/Written_Lesson_Encoder.pdf 
 
 
8.   Be warned!  This will be tricky as each Clawbot is slightly different.  You may have to modify 
the directions to make the robot work.   
 
9.  In the task main() of the ‘lastname_encoderFunctions’, have the robot perform the following 
actions: 
 
 

Action for Clawbot  (Start with Arm Down and Claw Closed) 

1.  Drive forward at 75 power for 400 ticks. 

2. Wait for 0.5 seconds 

3.  Drive forward at 100 power for 400 ticks. 

4. Wait for 0.5 seconds 

5. Drive forward at 50 power for 900 ticks. 

 
 
  

http://nebomusic.net/robotclessons/Written_Lesson_Touch_Stop.pdf
http://nebomusic.net/robotclessons/Written_Lesson_Encoder.pdf


10.  Extra Credit!  Try to write the following function in ‘lastname_encoderFunctions’. 
 

Function Name Parameter Description Action for Function 

void  rightTurnEncoder(int p, 
int ticks) 

p:  Power level for both 
motors 
ticks: Number of encoder 
ticks 

Robot will turn right at power 
p until it passes ticks count in 
the encoder. 

 
 
11.    To turn in assignment: 
 A. Create a page on your Google Site called “Exercise 02” 
 B.  Add the following files as attachments to the page: 
  1)  lastname_lab_01.c 
  2) lastname_touchStop.c 
  3) lastname_encoderFunctions.c 
 
NOTE:  You DO NOT have to submit a video for this Exercise.  I will observe your robot in class.   


